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BRIEF SUMMARY
Mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs) paly a key role in regulating a diverse set of physiological 
processes. The consensus motif required by their catalytic site is very loose; however this is offset by 
their ability to recruit their substrates and miscellanous regulator proteins with the help of docking 
motifs. Although the most important type of MAPK docking motifs (termed "D-motifs") has already 
been known for more than a decade through numerous examples, they were not predictable in a reliable 
way, using protein sequences alone. Our main aim in the current study was to develop such a method.
First, we had to amend the defintion of D-motifs, with the help of experimentally-determined structures 
and structural models. Next, we developed an in silico search and filtering method to identify all 
suitable D-motif candidates from the human proteome. To assess the "goodness" of hits, we utilized 
homology modelling based energy estimations as well as sequence based (position-specific scoring 
matrix) methods. To test motif candidates experimentally, we designed an entirely new assay, based on 
phosphorylation of artificial substrates immobilized on a solid phase. We further validated hits from the 
former assay by other in vitro methods, and tested a select few in full protein context, in living cells in 
order to prove that they are also functional in a biological setting. Not all partner proteins are 
predictable with such systematic approaches, only those posessign a "regular" D-motif are.
The high number potentially novel MAPK partner proteins identified in our assays also enabled us to 
analyze the interactions in the MAPK system from an evolutionary point of view. Although the kinases 
constituting this pathway are very ancient and conserved, their partners tend to change fast. The 
majority of D-motifs found in the human proteome only emerged during vertebrate evolution, through 
various mechanisms. This is likely made possible because of the nature of MAPK phosphorylation 
target sites, constituting linear motifs themselves, and thus being able to evolve similarly fast.
Most of the novel partner proteins are probably - still unidentified - MAPK substrates. Their analysis 
suggests that MAPKs are not just simply regulating cell division or "stress" responses, but also 
participate in a number of fine-tuned, tissue-specific processes, including neuronal development, the 
regulation of cardiomyocyte metabolism or insulin action.
